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Abstract: Remote sensing image processing is both data and computing intensive. Grid technologies currently
provides powerful tools for remote sensing data sharing and processing. After an overview of the recent initiatives
of gridifying satellite image processing, two specific usage scenarios are analyzed. The solution that is proposed
is based on freely distributed and general-purpose software: latest versions of Globus Toolkit, GIMP and Java.
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1

Introduction

Space missions involve the download from space to
ground of many images per day. The analysis and
sharing of these huge amounts of data is a big challenge for the remote sensing community. Real time
processing in remote sensing confronts several difficulties in one single computer and even impossibility. The Grid technologies are expected to make
feasible the creation of a computational environment
handling hundreds of distributed databases, heterogeneous computing resources, and simultaneous users.
There are at least three reasons for using Grid
computing for satellite image processing: (a) the required computing performance is not available locally,
the solution being the remote computing; (b) the required computing performance is not available in one
location, the solution being co-operative computing;
(c) the required computing services are only available
at specialized centres, the solution being application
specific computing. In this paper we address mainly
the first issue.
Several remarkable recent initiatives are related to
the satellite image processing on Grids. An overview
of the most significant ones is presented in Section 2.
In the context of the Romanian collaborative project
MedioGrid [14], started in 2005, a software prototype
will be built to process the data acquired from meteorological satellites by using Grid computing technology. The main application that is envisioned is dealing with the prediction of water floods and forest fires.
The proposed architecture of the MedioGrid prototype
was described recently in [16]. We investigate here the
possibility to build such a prototype using freely distributed software. We discuss two scenarios in which

the targeted image database is remotely located, and
due to the huge dimension of the images, the Grid user
requests a remote processing. Then a particular technical solution is proposed and described.

2

Related Work

Currently there is an increasingly amount of remote
sensing data due to advances in sensor and storage
technology. Remote sensing image processing is a
data-intensive computing problem that can be adapted
to be processed according to a data parallel computing model. Grid based computation is emerging as a
new platform for high-performance, high-throughput,
and data manipulation. It enables image analysis of
large amounts of data involving computationally expensive operations possible on disparate data and heterogeneous clusters of computers.
Realizing the potential of the Grid computing for
the satellite image processing, several projects where
launched to make the Grid usage idea a reality. Within
the DataGrid project funded by the European Union,
an experiment aiming to demonstrate the use of Grid
technology for remote sensing applications has been
carried out; the results can be found for example in
the paper [6]. The EuroGrid project’s Meteorological Portal, Meteo-GRID [10, 13] developed an Application Service Provider (ASP) solution which allows
virtually anyone to run a high resolution numerical
weather prediction model on demand. Several other
international Grid projects were focused on spatial information, like SpaceGrid [19] and Earth Observation
Grid [5], or the recent Genesis [25].
A frequent approach is to use the Grid as a high
performance computing facility for CPU intensive op-
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erations. For example, the paper [20] focuses on
the parallelization of the computation-intensive satellite image geo-rectification problem on a Alice-based
Grid: the computational tasks include wrapping satellite positional data to compensate the earth curvature, and consist of several steps such as image resampling, resolution conversion and image matching. Geometric correction is a basic step during the
processing of remote sensing image, which is traditionally a computation intensive and communicationintensive application if it is done in parallel: a gridenabled parallel algorithm of geometric correction is
proposed in [27]. Classification is another important
field in digital remote sensing image processing. Almost all classification algorithms involve processing
pixel value one by one. Large amount of remote sensing data classification will take a too long time. The
aim of the proposed classification middleware on Grid
from [21] is to divide jobs into several assignments
and submit them to a computing pool. The work described in [2] is dealing with computing the thermal
inertia of the Earth by measuring the surface temperature and performing cluster computations.
Another approach undertaken by several initiatives is to wrap an existing code as a Grid service.
For example, the parallel remote-sensing image processing software PRIPS (Parallel Remote-sensing Image Processing System) was encapsulated into a Grid
service in [23]. PRIPS allows geometric and radiometric corrections, transformation and filter enhancement, compression, automated registration, image fusion, segmentation and classification.
With the event of merging Grid and Web services,
a new approach based on a service-oriented architecture has emerge. The paper [3] for example outlines
the design and implementation of Grid-HSI, a serviceoriented architecture-based Grid application to enable
hyperspectral imaging analysis that requires large input data sets and significant CPU time and memory
capacity. Grid-HSI provides a transparent interface
to access computational resources and perform remotely analysis through a set of Grid services. It
is composed by a portal, a data broker and a set of
specialized Grid services. The paper [1] presents an
overview of SARA (Synthetic Aperture Radar Atlas)
Digital Puglia (digital library of remote sensing digital data), a remote sensing environment that shows
how Grid technologies and high performance computing can be efficiently used to build dynamic Earth observation systems for the management of data coming
from space missions and for their on-demand processing and delivering to final users. In the paper [24]
is discussed the architecture of SIG computing environment (Spatial Information Grid project), based on
Globus Toolkit, OpenPBS, and Condor-G. In order to

achieve high performance, a model of the image division is proposed to compute the most appropriate
image pieces and make the processing time short.
Several projects are related to the aim to gridify
image processing in general. For example, the paper
[12] presents a case study to illustrate how to migrate
the traditional image process applications to Grids for
different roles of image processing. Latest achievements are related also to the workflow technologies.
When developing data-intensive scientific workflows
in the Grid environment, not only the management of
the data is crucial, but the design of execution flow
and the arrangement of data transfers play a very important role.
The goal of the project Image Processing For The
Grid (IP4G [9]) is to create a web service interface
to an Grid based image processing infrastructure in
which image processing can be utilized across multiinstitutional resources. It uses DataCutter as distributed workflow system, VTK as visualization system, and ITK as insight segmentation and registration
toolkit, and all of them in order to create a toolkit for
building image processing applications that can operate in a Grid like computational environment.
Image Processing Grid Environment (IPGE [26])
is another project aiming to create a Grid platform
for image practitioners and researchers with access to
advanced image processing services. It is a layered
framework and uses service-oriented components and
workflow techniques to specify workflow model of
Grid applications and build composite services. This
service-based problem-solving environment of IPGE
is designed with OGSA-compliant Grid. A programming model called PAGIS, is presented in [22] aiming
to provide an abstract computer with an interface to
introduce and customize Grid functionality. The prototype implementation focus on the domain of satellite image processing for GIS, possible operations including geo-rectification and scaling data. The PAGIS
middleware consists of a Java-based computational
engine that schedules and manages the processes.
In what follows we use GIMP [7] as the basic engine for image processing. GNU Image Manipulation
Program, shortly GIMP, is a freely distributed software for tasks like image composition. Using scripts
it can run in a non-interactive which is useful when
remote processing is needed.
Apart from what we propose, in [4] is presented a
plugin for GIMP that enables the invocation of a series
of filter operations in a pipeline in parallel on a set
of images loaded by the plugin. A set of up to ten
filters is applied to a large number of images placed
on one machine with GIMP, connected via network
to a cluster of computers running PVM. We try to go
further with a Grid implementation.
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3

Scenario 1:
Remote Image Processing

We consider the following scenario. A distributed
database of large satellite images is available to a
virtual organization (VO) of several research or academic institutions and companies as a shared facility. A user wants to apply a sequence of image processing standard procedures to extract a particular information from specific images. It has access to a
workstation and owns Grid certificate issued by the
virtual organization. Its workstation has for example
0.5–1 Gb RAM, 1–2.5 GHz, 80–200 Gb and no licence for a commercial image processing tool. The
user has an advanced knowledge about the operations
to be performed on the images and low or medium
programming knowledge. Higher the number of images (bands) to be simultaneously analyzed or the image dimensions, higher will be the CPU time to extract different features from the images. The user will
quickly realize that the available computing and storing resources are not allowing the local processing of
the satellite images.
Before proceeding with the solution we must give
some details about the expected input data.
There are several repositories of satellite images.
For example the Global Land Cover Facility (GLCF
[8]) hosts an image archive that has Landsat TM images available for most of the world for free download.
With a multispectral sensor, such as those aboard the
Landsat satellites, information from different wavelengths of light (visible, infrared, thermal etc) is collected. The information for each specific wavelength
range is stored as a separate image (a band). The dimension of one image varies between 64 Mb–1 Gb.
The number of bands can vary between 7 and more
than 200 (multi or hyperspectral imagery). A classical operation is to combine the images from the different wavelengths (gray images) to create a color image. More details about the fundamental remote sensing concepts, image interpretation or classification are
presented in guides like [18].
In the frame of the MedioGrid project a virtual organization has been established and real-time MODIS
imagery is intended to be used [16]. MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS [15]) has
36 observational channels covering a wide frequency
spectrum from visible to infra-red radiation, optimized for imaging specific surface and atmospheric
features. Each MODIS data has an associated XML
metadata file, describing characteristics such as spatial resolution, image size, spatial extent, time-frame,
satellite characteristics. The Metadata Catalog Service indexes this XML information and provides an
interface for answering to user’s queries. MedioGrid

project aims to create a cache with the most recent
data for Romania and surrounding areas which can
then be processed by using Grid computing resources.
We have started this feasibility study with older
images that are provided by GLCF and include
MODIS images.
The proposed infrastructure consists in the following components:
– at the user nodes: the client codes and minimal facilities to access Grid infrastructure;
– at the repository nodes: the service codes and the
catalog services that indexes Grid services and
satellite data; a catalog of the virtual organization allows the access to the institution catalogs;
Grid middleware availability is mandatory;
– at the storage and computing nodes: the satellite
data and image processing software; Grid
middleware availability is not mandatory.
For the testing purpose we used Globus Toolkit 4
with its latest implementation of WSRF as Grid middleware, Java as programming language for the client
and service codes, and GIMP as image processing
tool. GIMP was selected instead other alternatives due
to its wide usage, large palette of image transformations and filters, its extensibility using scripts, and not
at least due to its alternative batch mode allowing to
do image processing from the command line or acting
as server component.
The currently implemented client codes are described in Table 1. They refer to the remote image processing facilities. The extraction of the information
concerning the image databases is not implemented
yet. An example of a sequence of commands is given
in Figure 1. The proposed solution solves the above
described problem by allowing the remote image processing and transferring the resulting image to the user
site. A web user interface for hiding the complexity of
the commands is under construction. A Java GUI for
the client side and some usage examples were recently
described in [17].
Here we present a simple example of service usage. Two big satellite images that are registered in different days must be compared (Fig. 2). A substraction
is performed remotely with GIMP. The images representing the region of interest for the user are extracted
from the large images and transferred to the user side.

4

Scenario 2:
Remote Image Parallel Processing

We consider another scenario. A shared database of
large satellite images is available to the virtual organization. A user wants to apply a complex image processing procedure that requires a significant CPU time
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Table 1: Client codes (on command line)
Command
<Parameters>
createServInstance
<FactoryRef>
<EPRFile>

Action

startGIMPServer
<EPRFile>
<DatabaseRef>

Using the Grid service instance
specified by the EPRfile the GIMP
is started in the server mode on
the storage-and-computing node
specified by the second parameter. It is assumed that the Grid
service code and the storage-andcomputing node are currently behind the same firewall and GIMP
can be started by simple commands like ssh. The communication between the Grid service instance and GIMP is done via sockets. The Grid service instance
acts as client for the GIMP server.
Different GIMP servers will be
launched for different users.

clientGIMPAction
<EPRFile>
<GIMPcommand>

clientGetFile
<EPRFile>
<FileName>
<Destination>

A Grid service instance is created.
An EPR (endpoint reference) is returned in the EPR file. The service
factory lying in a Globus container
is referred as the first parameter.
The Grid service will be activated
on the repository node behind the
same institution firewall as the image database that will be accessed.
Using the Grid certificates and VO
policies the user will be mapped to
a local user from that institution.

The GIMP command is sent to the
remote GIMP server. It contains
a GIMP operation or script to be
applied on specified remote image
file(s). In the case of a script, this
must lie on the remote computing
node. The result can be one or
more new image files saved on the
remote node. Consecutive operations can be performed with references to the previous one since
the service instance will remember
the client and the GIMP server remains active until a specific GIMP
command (gimp-quit) will stop the
GIMP server and the Grid service.
The named file is transferred from
the storage-and-computing node to
the destination directory from the
user node. The FileName includes
also the path that was mention in
the GIMPcommand that invoked
it. The file is copied with a simple command like scp to the repository node and from there using
GridFTP to the user node.

cab047> createServInstance \
http://Hport.info.uvt.ro:8080/\
wsrf/services/GIMPServ e.txt
EPR in e.txt
cab047> startGIMPServer e.txt \
wn01.info.uvt.ro
GIMP successfully started
cab047> clientGIMPAction e.txt \
’(gimp-message Incorrect)’
ERROR: unbound variable
(errobj Incorrect)
cab047> clientGIMPAction e.txt \
’(gimp-message "Correct")’
Success
cab047> clientGIMPAction e.txt \
’(scale "/mnt/medio/b1.tif" 1024 768 \
"/tmp/b1small.jpg")’
Success
cab047> clientGetFile e.txt \
"/tmp/b1small.jpg" "/tmp"
Transfer completed
cab047> clientGIMPAction e.txt \
’(gimp-quit 0)’
Success
where scale.scm is a script-Fu laying in GIMP’s directories from
wn01.info.uvt.ro:
(define (scale fname1 width height fname2)
(let* ((im1 (car (gimp-file-load
RUN-NONINTERACTIVE fname1 fname1)))
(newdraw (car
(gimp-image-get-activelayer im1))))
(gimp-image-scale im1 width height)
(gimp-file-save RUN-NONINTERACTIVE
im1 newdraw fname2 fname2)))

Figure 1: Example of using the line commands at the
client side

(e.g. classification by iterative methods). As in the
previous scenario it has access to a very simple workstation and owns a Grid certificate issued by the virtual organization. The user realizes that neither the local nor the remotely accessible computing nodes can
individually do the task in a reasonable time. But several resources can be harnessed through a Grid service
to deal with the computing intensive task.
The proposed infrastructure is slightly modified:
computing nodes and storage nodes are separated.
The computing nodes from the same institution, forming a cluster, have fast access to the reference images.
One site computing nodes are represented by a ”head”
node that runs a Globus container. The head-nodes
are grouped together and visible through the DefaultIndexService of the VO. Replica of the images should
be available on each head-node sides – if not a preprocessing phase is needed in which files are transferred
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Figure 2: An application: detect the changes in a river
bed – two images taken at eight year distance are compared; top image – a pseudo-color image using three
bands; middle – same sector after eight years; bottom
image – river bed and differences between the two images detected using a script-Fu for GIMP (changes are
marked with specific colors)

Figure 4: Examples of image processing results: left –
the bands 3, 4, 5 are combined in a RGB color image
(useful information about the type of vegetation can
be extracted); right – an edge detection algorithm was
applied on the image corresponding to 5th band (useful information concerning the hydrographical system
can be extracted)
portion factor of the original remote image.
A task farming model is applied. The farmer is
a Grid service that splits the work between several
workers. Its address must be specified. The initial
images will be split into smaller images (sub-images)
according the two values provided by the user (extracting operation at GIMP level). The number of the
workers is equal to the number of sub-images. The
worker Java classes should be available at the head
nodes (can be transferred together with the images);
the source of the worker classes is also specified in the
GUI. The DefaultIndexService of the VO is identified
and by pushing the GUI button, the list of head nodes
will appear. The user selects the cluster(s) were the
tasks will be launched. The workers are running on
the head nodes. Each worker launches a remote GIMP
server on the local cluster and acts as a dispatcher for
the incoming commands and as GIMP client. Figure
4 presents some examples of processing results.

Figure 3: Client GUI: the sub-images are in different
stages of processing on the remote computing nodes
(the input image was downloaded from [8])

5

(in similar directories).
We started from the application and GUI proposed in [11] and we adapted it to our requirements.
Through the GUI presented in Figure 3, the user selects the remote images that will be processed and
specify the action to be undertaken, in GIMP language. Scripts can be loaded and sent to the remote
sites. The location of the result file (an image), can
be given, implicitly being on the local host. The horizontal dimension of the local image can be set. The
vertical dimension of the local image respects the pro-

Despite the numerous initiatives to apply Grid technologies to the remote sensing computing, the deployment of proposed solutions on a large scale is not yet
a reality. We tried to prove in this paper that the remote sensing computing can be done by using freely
distributed tools with satisfactory results.
In order to achieve the objective of the MedioGrid project many other steps must be followed. The
first one will be the Web interface proposed for the
first scenario. After completing this task the prototype will be deployed on the multiple side of the virtual organization. A collection of specific scripts for

Conclusions and
Future Improvements
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satellite image processing in GIMP will be developed.
These will be enhanced with external new codes implementing the most recent methods for specific problems, like classification. Then tests on a variety of
images will be performed in order to assess the prototype efficiency. At this stage a comparison with the
available results of other similar systems will be very
useful to improve our prototype system. Load balancing issues should be also tackled. The on-line system
operating on MODIS images is expected to emerge in
at most two years.
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